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*In Architecture, Power and Religion in Lebanon, Ward Vloeberghs explores Rafiq Hariri's patronage and his...
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Simplicity
Preservation
Better service
More access
As member of the Goobi network, we can help you to implement and adapt this freeware to your library’s needs.
Goobi is a software made by librarians for production of digital libraries, and for the presentation of digital libraries.
Organize your project with Goobi in the Goobi Production Layer:

- Definition of originals
- Image quality requirements
- Task management tool
- Production control
- Addition of metadata
- Addition of structural data
- Publication on internet
Set up workflows with the task management tool.
Define the originals you wish to handle, define image quality requirements.
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Set up workflows with the task management tool.
Manage structural and bibliographic metadata through Goobi production layer.
Use the Goobi presentation layer to set up your digital library!

Addition of structural data

Publication on internet
Copyright

How to do it?
Manage access rights of visitors through MyBib eL!

MyBib eL (Java required!)
Documents marked with this symbol can only be viewed using MyBib eL (Java-Application). The application starts by clicking on the title.

Access only at MyBib eL reading stations within the library!
Documents marked with this symbol can only be viewed using MyBib eL (Java-Application) at prepared reading stations within the library. Clicking on the title is not possible.
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If you need any support for your digitization project, we should be glad to help!
Zeutschel. We Digitize Your World.
Solutions and Devices for Digitization.
www.zeutschel.com